SPACE WALKS
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Special Feature: The grid (B-H on the top and bottom and 4-11 on the left and right) corresponds with the main Purdue Campus map.

Feedback: We welcome your input on this Version 1.0 at SpaceWalksMap@purdue.edu
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Purdue is known as “the cradle of astronauts” for the many alums, researchers, and administrators who have contributed to outer space exploration, including the 24
astronaut-alums who have traveled in outer space in the first 50 years since the Class of 1955’s Neil Armstrong took “one small step for a man, one giant leap for mankind”
on the moon in July 1969. Take one or all three routes named after Purdue astronaut-alums, each with 6 campus sites reflecting Purdue’s role in outer space exploration.
NOTE: Buildings and classroom are subject to closure and may be in use.

ARMSTRONG MISSION

20 minutes, estimated travel time, moderate walking speed
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Armstrong Memorials, Armstrong Hall (G-5, ARMS), outdoors
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Outer Space Memorabilia, Armstrong Hall (G-5, ARMS), 1st and 3rd floors
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Outer Space Tree, Mechanical Engineering Bldg. (H-6, ME), outdoors
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At the northwest entrance of Armstrong Hall is a statue of Neil Armstrong, to 1.25 scale.
In the grassy area of that entrance (to the west of the statue) are 20 moon-boot footprints,
to exact scale, from his iconic Apollo 11 (1969) moon landing. The footprints show the unique
effect of gravity on the moon.

Enter the northwest doors and look up at the replica of the Apollo 1 (1967) capsule,
commanded by Class of 1950’s Virgil I. “Gus” Grissom. Down the hall to the right is a portion
of the moon rock from Apollo 17 (1972), commanded by Class of 1956’s Eugene Cernan. On the
3rd floor are photos of Purdue astronaut-alums, the Apollo 8 (1968) heat shield plug, and more.
One of the 5 “shuttle gum” trees donated by astronaut-alum Charles Walker (B.S., Aeronautical
& Astronautical Engineering, 1971), this sweet gum tree—at the north tip of the
ME building—earned its nickname because it was germinated aboard the Space Shuttle
Discovery (1984). See the ground-level 10- x 14-inch plaque for more information.

GRISSOM ORBIT
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Armstrong’s Kappa Kappa Psi Pin, Elliott Hall (G-6, ELLT), basement level

Baritone-horn player Armstrong donated his Kappa Kappa Psi pin, a symbol of his honorary
membership in the Purdue All-American Marching Band fraternity (1965). He wore the pin
on Apollo 11 (1969). The small pin is in a glass case in the band lounge—the 1st room on the
right after you go down the 3rd St. entrance staircase and turn right.

ROTC Honoree Plaque, Armory (G-6), foyer and Room 101

The names of Purdue alums, faculty, and staff are commemorated on many plaques, reminding
us of the high number of astronauts who served in the ROTC and the military, such as Class of
1957’s Roger Chaffee, as well as of the support for air and space exploration across campus. When
classes are not in session, you are welcome to see the pictures lining the east wall of Room 101.

Hubble Telescope Images, Beering Hall (G-7, BRNG), 2nd floor
In the foyer of rooms 2280 and 2290 are mural-sized color limited-edition Hubble Space
Telescope images, a donation from Class of 1964’s Peggy Motes McBride. The images are as
wondrous as their names: Cigar Galaxy M82, Eagle Nebula M16, Great Orion Nebula M42,
Helix Nebula NGC 7293, and Whirlpool Galaxy M51.

20 minutes, estimated travel time, moderate walking speed

Armstrong Mural, Purdue Memoriual Union (PMU, H-7), sub-basement level
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Earth Mural, Stanley Coulter Hall (G-7, SC), 2nd floor outside Room 249

Purdue Archives & Special Collections, Stewart Hall (G-7, STEW), 4th floor
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Outer Space Tree, Grissom Hall (H-7, GRIS), outdoors

Phoenix Sundial, Memorial Mall (G-7), northeast sidewalk
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Take a journey into the depths of PMU to find the mural of Neil Armstrong in his space suit.
Starting from the southwest entrance, go down the three sets of stairs. Then, walk through
the hallway and through the first door, before turning left. The mural is on the left wall
about 6 feet past the “Boilermaker train” hallway on the left.

Scholars, students, and visitors can explore the Barron Hilton Flight & Space Exploration
Archives, with its artifacts, family scrapbooks, mission logs, and other memorabilia from
astronaut-alums Armstrong and Eugene Cernan, as well as aviator and student advisor
Amelia Earhart, to name a few. Enter the HSSE Library for access to this part of the 4th floor.
Purdue’s Aeronautical, Astronautical, and Engineering Sciences Department donated this
small metal Phoenix Sundial, which stands atop of a 3-ft. tall stone block. Looking at this
Sundial’s shadows reminds us of the amazing discoveries about outer space that have been
made with sundials since at least the13th-century B.C.E.

Installed in 1994, this 50-ft. mural of the Earth, clouds, classical columns, and the Moon that
covers the whole south-facing wall outside room 249 represents the global nature of Purdue’s
School of Languages and Cultures, which teaches 14 languages, including Russian.
Also in 1994, Sergei Krikalev became the first Russian cosmonaut to fly on a U.S. Space Shuttle.
One of the 5 “shuttle gum” trees donated by astronaut-alum Charles Walker (B.S., Aeronautical
& Astronautical Engineering, 1971), this sweet gum tree—north of the picnic tables on the
northwest side of Grissom Hall—earned its nickname because it was germinated aboard the
Space Shuttle Discovery (1984). See the ground-level 10- x 14-inch plaque for more information.

Memorial Posters, Grissom Hall (H-7, GRIS), 1st floor

Named after Class of 1950’s Virgil I. “Gus” Grissom, the east and west entries to Grissom Hall
showcase informative memorial posters honoring Grissom and other Purdue alum-astronauts.
Redesigned from 2014-2015, the upgraded lights and spacious study areas are invaluable
for undergraduate and graduate student collaboration.

VOSS GIANT LEAPS 45 minutes, estimated travel time, moderate biking speed
1

Cary Quadrangle (F-4, CARY), 5 mins. biking from Grant St. Garage
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Voss Model (D-9, between DLR & TERY), 10 mins. biking from Purdue Airport
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Outer Space Tree, Pickett Park (B-5), 5 mins. biking from Cary Quadrangle
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Outer Space Tree, Lilly Hall (F-8, LILY), 5 mins. biking from Voss Model

Purdue Airport (B-11, NISW), 15 mins. biking from Pickett Park
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Córdova Recreactional Center (D-6, CREC), 5 mins. biking from Lilly Hall
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One of the oldest campus buildings, “Cary Quad” (est. 1928) has been the residence for
many astronaut-alums, including Neil Armstrong (B.S., Aeronautical Engineering, 1955),
Eugene Cernan (B.S., Electrical Engineering, 1956), and Andrew Feustel (M.S.,Geophysics,
1991). See the plaque in the center of the Quad for more information about the building.
One of the 5 “shuttle gum” trees donated by astronaut-alum Charles Walker (B.S., Aeronautical & Astronautical Engineering, 1971), this sweet gum tree—south of the first picnic area
west of the parking lot—earned its nickname because it was germinated aboard the Space
Shuttle Discovery (1984). See the ground-level 10- x 14-inch plaque for more information.
Opened in 1930 as the first university-owned airport in the U. S., Niswonger Hall of
Aviation Technology trains pilots and engineers for futures in flight, including
astronaut-alum Neil Armstrong. For more information and a display of NASA and
other awards, look at the glass case to the left of the main entrance.

This eye-catching to-scale model of the solar system is dedicated to astronaut-alum Janice Voss,
(B.S., Engineering, 1975), whose work in astronomy inspired the model, based on the Fibonacci
spiral or golden spiral. For every foot traveled in the spiral, walkers would travel about 5.4 million
miles in outer space.

In 1990, astronaut-alum Jerry Ross (B.S. Mechanical Engineering, 1970; M.S. Mech. En., 1972)
planted this “Sycamore (American Planetree)” as it is identified on a small brown label at its base,
on the northwest side of Lilly Hall. The tree, which was germinated aboard the Space Shuttle
Atlantis (1988), commemorates the 60th anniversary of Purdue Extension.
This multimillion-dollar sports center honors Purdue’s first woman President (2007-2012),
France A. Córdova (B.A., English, 1969; Ph.D., Physics, 1979), who earned the NASA Distinguished
Service Medal in 1996. The Center, spanning 355,000 sq. ft., includes a cafe open to visitors, and
great facilities, including 2 tracks, where students and members can run all the orbits they want.

